The primary goal of ontology development is to share and reuse domain knowledge among people or machines. This study focuses on the approach of extracting semantic relationships from unstructured textual documents related to medicinal herb from websites and proposes a lexical pattern technique to acquire semantic relationships such as synonym, hyponym, and part-of relation. The results seven types of concepts (entities), eight object properties (or semantic relations) and twenty lexico-syntactic patterns have been identified manually, including one from the Hearst hyponym rules. The lexical patterns have linked fifty one terms that have the potential as concepts. Based on this study, it is believed that determining the lexical pattern at an early stage is helpful in selecting relevant term from a wide collection of terms from the corpus. However, the relations and lexico-syntactic patterns or rules have to be verified by domain expert before employing the rules to the wider collection in an attempt to find more possible rules. This study shows that background knowledge about the domain is essential to develop the TBox ontology diagram that serve as backbone of the domain ontology. This diagram is essential as guideline in discovering lexico-syntactic patterns therefore expedite the knowledge extraction process.
Introduction
First introduced by Aristotle, ontology has recently become a topic of interest in computer science. Ontology provides a shared understanding of the domain of interest to support communication among human and computer agents; it is typically represented in a machine processable representation language (Haase and Sure, 2004) and is also an explicit formal specification of terms, which represents the intended meaning of concepts, in the domain and relations among them, and considered as a crucial factor for the success of many knowledge-based applications (Staab et al., 2001) . With the overwhelming increase in biomedical literature in digital forms there is a need to extract knowledge from the literature (Fuller, et al, 2004) . Ontology may also be helpful in fulfilling the need to uncover information present in large and unstructured bodies of text, commonly referred to as non-interactive literatures (Swanson & Smalheiser, 1997 ) i.e., literatures that do not cite each other but which, nevertheless, together present useful new information. Ontology is considered as the backbone of many current applications, such as knowledge-based systems, knowledge management systems and semantic web applications. One of the important tasks in the development of such systems is knowledge acquisition. Conventional approaches to knowledge acquisition are mainly from interviewing domain experts and subsequently modelling and transforming the acquired knowledge into some form of knowledge representation technique. However, a huge amount of knowledge is currently embedded in various academic literatures and has the potential of being exploited for knowledge construction. The main inherent issue is that such knowledge is highly unstructured and difficult to transform into meaningful model. Although a number of automated approach in acquiring such knowledge has been proposed by Alani, et al (2003) and Cimiano, et al (2005) their success have yet to be seen. Such approaches have only been tested on general domain and scientific domains such as the medicinal herbs domain have yet to be explored. While automated approach seems to offer promising solutions, human still play an important role in validating the correctness of the acquired knowledge, particularly in scientific domain. This study, therefore, proposed a semi-automated approach for discovering domain-specific concepts and relationships in an attempt of acquiring domain knowledge of the medicinal herbs domain from web documents. The Hearst's technique (Hearst, 1992) has been employed to extract concept terms from the literature and to discover new patterns through corpus exploration. The technique acquires hyponym relations automatically by identifying a set of frequently used unambiguous lexico-syntactic patterns in the form of regular expressions. The study of lexico-syntactic pattern also was carried out by Moldovan, et al (2000) which discovered domain-specific concepts and relationships in an attempt to extend the WordNet. The pattern-based approach was also applied by Pantel & Pennacchiotti (2006) which proposed a bootstrapping algorithm to detect new patterns in each iteration. There are also studies by Imsombut & Kawtrakul (2007) that proposed methods which are very close to the pattern-based approach of extracting the ontology from item lists, especially in technical documents, and by Zaharudin, et al (2009) which applied a semi-automatic approach in collecting relevant terms extracted from lexicopatterns from medicinal herb documents to be inserted as ontological term.
The main objective of this study is to explore the possibility of identifying semantic relationships (SR) between terms from medicinal herb literature and to represent it in the form of some ontological structure. Since ontology can be represented in many forms, ranging from a simple list of concepts to the complexity of logic structure (Zaharudin, et al, 2009 ), this study focuses on representing the concepts that was manually selected by expert with semantic links and discover the lexico-syntactic patterns or semantic rules. The rules created from analyzing a set of textual documents will be used to populate medicinal herb domain ontology. The paper International Journal of Academic Research in Business and Social Sciences 2017 , Vol. 7, No. 12 ISSN: 2222 981 www.hrmars.com focused on our initial findings based upon current approaches of extracting knowledge from unstructured documents as previously described.
Materials and Methods
The advances in the biomedical sciences need the development of ontology to help user understand the developments in one's own area of specialization, and also to enable them to quickly learn about the developments in related and unrelated subject areas. Ontology plays an important role in facilitating the formal sharing and re-using of knowledge through the construction of an explicit domain model (Fensel, 2004; Gruber, 1995) . However, the manifestation of this role requires the construction of concepts in the particular domain. The meaning of terms and the relationships between entities within that particular domain of knowledge must be well defined. This is to ensure that the knowledge can be interpreted logically before a body of knowledge can be communicated unambiguously across computerbased systems (Catton et al., 2002) .
Rules for Populating Medicinal Herb Ontology
Our approach mainly concerns with identifying entities related to the domain such as 'herb', 'effect', 'usage' and etc. These entities are related to the TBox ontology which was constructed from consulting domain experts from the Reproductive and Developmental Biology Research Group, Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia and analysis of reputable literature. Such ontology is illustrated in Fig. 1 . 2017 , Vol. 7, No. 12 ISSN: 2222 982 www.hrmars.com For the initial stage, several documents related to Malaysia medicinal herbs have been collected from websites and other resources. We then apply Hearst's rules to identify hyponyms. In this case the collection or corpus was analyzed to extract the semantic relationships enhancement based on the work of [Hearst 1992 ]. The Hearst rule for detecting hyponym from text includes:
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Research Approach
In this study, a semi-automatic approach using NLP tools was used to collect relevant terms in medicinal herb documents to be inserted as ontological term. This approach requires that the researchers be familiar with the terms or concepts in the domain. They should have substantial knowledge regarding the domain before selecting the appropriate terms that can be linked to each other.
Stage 1: Document Collection and Preparation
For the initial stage as shown in Fig. 2 , several documents related to medicinal herbs have been collected from websites. 2017 , Vol. 7, No. 12 ISSN: 2222 The collection or corpus was analysed to extract the semantic relationships enhancement based on the work of Hearst (1992) as described in previous section. In order to find other semantic relation rules or lexico-syntactic patterns, the technique of seed words from Moldovan, et al (2000) was modified as described below.
Stage 2: Apply Hearst's rules on hyponyms identification
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Stage 3: Discover new concepts
In this study a few terms have been selected as seed concepts that are considered important. The focus of this study is on the medicinal herb domain and the seed words selected are herbs and the term that mentioned herbs species such as Maca.
Stage 4: Extract sentences
The documents retrieved were further processed so that only sentences containing the seed words were retained. Each sentence in this corpus was part-of-speech (POS) tagged and then parsed using Genia Tagger.
Example of the sentence:
Maca is used primarily for enhancing libido and fertility, and treating erectile dysfunction (ED)
Example of the syntactic parser output is:
[NP Maca] [VP is used] [ADVP primarily] [PP for] [VP enhancing] [NP libido and fertility], and [VP treating] [NP erectile dysfunction] ([NP ED])
Stage 5: Discover lexico-syntactic patterns
The approach is to search for lexico-syntactic patterns comprising the concepts of interest.
Stage 6: Extract new concepts
After discovering lexico-syntactic patterns, the new concepts which are directly related to the seeds were extracted from the sentence. In the example above, the seed word (Maca) was linked with new concepts such as libido and fertility, erectile dysfunction and ED.The analysis processes were simplified into the following stages as shown in Fig. 2 .
Results and Discussion
In this study, several documents from the websites relating to medicinal herbs have been selected for corpus development. Even though Hearst technique intensively applied to linguistic domain but in this the rules was modified to accommodate the purpose of the medicinal herbs domain. The modification involved combination of Hearst techniques and the seed words technique used by Moldovan. The Hearst rule for detecting hyponym from text includes:
(l) NPo ..... such as {NP1, NP2 . . . . (and /or) The identification of other relations was heuristically selected if there is a relation between a pair of noun phrase appearing in each of the sentence. The lexical patterns were identified from the relationship between terms (noun phrase) in a sentence. In this study only hyponym has a proper identification approach. Other relations in this list will be investigated further to determine the appropriate relations. This study initially found seven types of concepts (entities) and eight object properties (or semantic relations) in the constructed ontology. The entities are: EFFECT, FORM OF, FUNCTION, HARMFUL, USAGE, PROMOTE and HERB (as shown in Figure 1 ).
In this study, eight types of semantic relations were found. From these relations, twenty new lexico-syntactic rules were derived for semantic relationships. The details of the rules are given in Table 1 . 2017 , Vol. 7, No. 12 ISSN: 2222 is used primarily for PN is used* for * {NP,}* {(or/and} NP TREAT (Maca, libido) In this preliminary stage, the ontology populating process has been done manually by mapping all the rules to the documents. As the result about fifty one (51) instances have being extracted as shown in Table 2 . By using the approach proposed in this study all instances that linked by the lexicosyntactic rules have been considered as ontological terms. The knowledge extraction process whereby the instances were discovered is illustrated by ABox diagram as shown in Figure 3 . 2017 , Vol. 7, No. 12 ISSN: 2222 989 www.hrmars.com
List of terms
Conclusion
In this paper an approach of extracting semantic relation from a specific domain has been presented. This study emphasized on finding the lexical patterns at earlier stage after selecting the relevant terms. This study shows that it is helpful to have background knowledge about the domain prior to finding the lexical pattern. It is hoped that applying all the twenty nine semantic relation rules to other documents in the corpus will reduce the effort to eliminate irrelevant terms which previously has to be done manually. Therefore this approach will minimize the use of domain expert which sometimes is a constraint in the development of the specific domain ontology.
